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Abstract
High-throughput genotyping chips have produced huge datasets for genome-wide association studies (GWAS) that
have contributed greatly to discovering susceptibility genes for complex diseases. There are two strategies for
performing data analysis for GWAS. One strategy is to use open-source or commercial packages that are designed
for GWAS. The other is to take advantage of classic genetic programs with specific functions, such as linkage
disequilibrium mapping, haplotype inference and transmission disequilibrium tests. However, most classic programs that are available are not suitable for analyzing chip data directly and require custom-made input, which
results in the inconvenience of converting raw genotyping files into various data formats. We developed a powerful, user-friendly, lightweight program named SNPTransformer for GWAS that includes five major modules
(Transformer, Operator, Previewer, Coder and Simulator). The toolkit not only works for transforming the genotyping files into ten input formats for use with classic genetics packages, but also carries out useful functions such
as relational operations on IDs, previewing data files, recoding data formats and simulating marker files, among
other functions. It bridges upstream raw genotyping data with downstream genetic programs, and can act as an
in-hand toolkit for human geneticists, especially for non-programmers. SNPTransformer is freely available at
http://snptransformer.sourceforge.net.
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Introduction
High-throughput genotyping technologies contribute
greatly to the hunt for susceptibility genes for complex diseases by constantly improving the precision of
and the capacity for parallel genotyping (1-3). Driven
by these emerging technologies, some challenging
projects, such as HapMap Phase I~III (4, 5), ENCODE
(6, 7) and 1000 Genomes (8), were proposed to ex*Corresponding author.
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plore the pattern in the human genome of common or
rare variation. Broad application of the whole-genome
single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) chips into genome-wide association studies (GWAS) has also led
to the discovery of more than 100 loci for nearly 40
common diseases and traits (9). Due to the great challenges presented by huge datasets, two strategies have
been developed for performing data analysis for
whole-genome genotyping data. One strategy is to use
open-source or commercial packages that have been
designed for GWAS. PLINK (10) is one of the most
popular and powerful of these programs. GenABEL
(11), GWAF (12), SNPAssoc (13) and snpMatrix (14)
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are programs based on R language, which is a
well-executed open-source framework. GWAS Analyzer (15), GWAS GUI (16) and MAVEN (17) provide platforms for intuitively viewing the results of
GWAS. SNPTEST (18) also can be used for data
analysis with a software suite consisting of several
programs. The above software packages are easily
compatible with chip data and possess more or fewer
functions according to the purpose of genetic analysis.
The other strategy for performing these analyses is to
take advantage of classic genetic programs that implement specific functions, such as transmission disequilibrium tests (TDT) for alleles [UNPHASED
(19)], calculating linkage disequilibrium (LD) measures and constructing LD maps [Haploview (20),
GOLD (21) and JLIN (22)], haplotype inference
[PHASE (23)], haplotype block partition [HapBlock
(24)], tagSNPs selection [Tagger (25)] and multilocus
interaction methods [MDR (26)]. However, most of
the classic programs that are available would be not
suitable for inputting the chip data directly and require custom-made input, which results in the inconvenience of converting raw genotyping files into
various data formats. SNP_Tools (27) is an MS-Excel
add-in that can convert genotyping files into several
formats, such as Haploview and PHASE. Because it is
an add-in program for Excel (255 columns and 65,536
rows in MS-Excel 2003), supports for the chip data
are scarce. Furthermore, output formats are limited to
Haploview, SNPHAP, PHASE and PedPhase. However, as classic programs implement specific algorithms for genetic analysis and provide an option for
analysis of GWAS data, it is important to develop a
tool to bridge these programs with raw genotyping
data.
Here, we present a powerful, user-friendly, lightweight toolkit named SNPTransformer for GWAS.
The major aim of SNPTransformer is to convert
Table 1

genotyping input (such as linkage and chip formats)
into various outputs (such as packages for association,
TDT, calculating LD measures, haplotype inference,
haplotype block partition, tagSNPs and multilocus
interaction). With this toolkit, researchers can avoid
manual coding between formats and can easily construct workflows for data analysis. Additionally, accessory tools in SNPTransformer perform data previewing, relational operations on IDs, recoding data
files and simulating map files that assist data conversion and GWAS analysis.

Implementation
SNPTransformer V1.0 was written using C++ Builder
with a concise and user-friendly interface. It was built
and tested under Windows XP. Because SNPTransformer is a lightweight toolkit, no installation or other
package is required and it is compatible with other Windows platforms. All binary programs, source codes, tutorials, examples and updates are available freely under the
GNU General Public License at the SNPTransformer
website (http://snptransformer.sourceforge. net).

Results
The current version of SNPTransformer provides five
major modules for GWAS: Transformer, Previewer,
Operator, Coder and Simulator (Table 1).

Transformer
As the most important module of this software package, Transformer is positioned in the main window of
the software and is responsible for converting file
formats from genotyping data to the formats of

Modules and functions of SNPTransformer

Module

Function

Example

Transformer

Converting genotyping files into formats of other analysis tools

Converting chip data into PLINK input

Previewer

Previewing the first N lines of large data files

Previewing annotation files of Affymetrix SNP Array 6.0

Operator

Relational operations on IDs

Retrieving annotation information for positive SNPs

Coder

Recoding genotypes between letters and numbers

Recoding AB-coding genotypes into ACGT-coding

Simulator

Simulating map or pedigree files

Simulating PLINK map files according to a SNP list
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specific classic genetics analytical tools (Figure 1 and
Table 1). Input data include genotyping files, marker
files and pedigree files (Figure 2). Formats of genotyping files can be one of the following: linkage format, which integrates genotyping data and pedigree
information in a single file; chip format, which is
compatible with whole-genome genotyping data of
Affymetrix, Illumina and many other chip platforms
(see manual in detail); or custom format, which is
similar to sequencing results. A marker file stores
chromosome information and the physical positions
of SNPs, as well as genetic positions, which are usually set to zero. Pedigree files contain information on
individual IDs, gender and disease status, or qualitative traits, and this file type is suitable not only for
pedigree data such as linkage and TDT, but also for
case/control data. Because a pedigree file is the same
as the pedigree part (first six columns) of a linkage
format, it is not required for a linkage format genotyping file.

The output formats of SNPTransformer are diverse
and represent essential genetic analyses for GWAS
(Figure 2). Similar to many other tools, the linkage
format is considered the basic format of SNPTransformer. PLINK is one of the most popular software
platforms for GWAS and can perform various genetic
analyses, and the marker file of SNPTransformer references that of PLINK, leading to consistency between the input data in linkage format for SNPTransformer and those of PLINK. Haploview is a program
that presents LD-based analysis tools: TDT, calculating LD measures and constructing LD maps, inferring
haplotypes, partitioning haplotype blocks and selecting tagSNPs and case/control association. UNPHASED,
GOLD, JLIN, PHASE, HaploBlock and Tagger each
carry out one of these analysis steps. MDR excels at
performing multi-locus interaction analysis and is
widely used in association studies. At present, no tool
related to two-locus interaction is included in
SNPTransformer due to the lack of well-recognized

Figure 1 Screenshot of SNPTransformer. The screenshot shows the user-friendly interface of SNPTransformer. Transformer is
located in the main interface of SNPTransformer and consists of two windows. The upper window is used to set input files and their
relevant parameters, and the output formats are designated from the bottom.
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Figure 2 Workflow of Transformer. Input data of Transformer include genotyping files (linkage, chip or custom formats), marker
files and pedigree files, filtered by sample and SNP lists. The output formats cover routine analyses for GWAS, and ten programs are
selected as representatives.

analysis tools for this except for logistic regression,
which has quite a different format from the output of
SNPTransformer. Additional custom formats can be
output using some options that are designed to count
genotype/allele numbers and frequencies. To filter
input data, SNP or sample lists can be set to improve
data quality or to narrow the target scope. With these
filters, Transformer can act as an extractor that
searches for specific genotypes for meta-analysis.

Previewer, Operator, Coder and Simulator
The other four modules in SNPTransformer have been
developed to satisfy specific demands, such as pre-

viewing data files and retrieving annotation information for positive SNPs (Table 1). Since genotyping or
annotation files of whole-genome SNP chips are too
large to open with generic text-editor tools, Previewer
performs previewing of the top N lines of these files.
With this function, users can view the format of annotation files for Affymetrix GeneChip 6.0 sets that
are larger than hundreds of megabytes. Furthermore,
Previewer can reorder the columns of input file to
attain a new file that is arranged as required for further analysis. During the processing of genetic analyses, the relational operations can help search for specific information. For example, annotation information for positive SNPs can be retrieved by performing
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the “inner join” or “left join” operation between the
SNP list and the annotation file. Operations including
one-item (operating on single file) and two-item operations (operating between two files) are implemented by Operator, similar to relational databases
such as MySQL and Access support. Coder recodes
genotypes between letters and numbers that can code
one heterozygote with two alleles “A” and “T” as
“AT” (ACGT-coding), “14” (1234-coding), “12”
(12-coding), “AB” (AB-coding) or even “1”
(012-coding). Another module, called Simulator, is
used to generate pseudo map and pedigree files without the use of real information. When using Haploview to calculate LD measures, physical positions
are not required to be real numbers, but rather the order of SNPs is sufficient if the pairwise distance can
be ignored and if the order of SNPs is correct. In such
a case, a map file can be easily simulated from a SNP
list by Simulator.
Considerable work remains to be accomplished in
the future to meet the needs of GWAS analysis. The
first step in this process is to adopt parallel technology
to further improve the speed of the analysis process.
Another important aim in improving SNPTransformer
is to design a personal interface for Affymetrix and
Illumina SNP chips to provide more options. In the
current version, these were implemented through chip
interface.
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